
Overview:

GotoExtent is a facility for maximising the size of a layer on the map: the command means show the layer 

in such a way that every extent is displayed on the screen.  Hence, layers  covering a small area (say, one 

with a single small feature such as the library) get displayed much larger than usual; those covering a 

large area may actually show up smaller as the only way of getting the full extent of the layer on the page

Step-by-Step instructions for use:

From the menu displayed on the left hand side of 
the Parish Online Screen, Select Parish Layers by 
clicking anywhere within the title bar

The menu will expand to display the layers 
contained within.  
As you move your mouse over the various layers 
the program will display a brief explanation of each
layer
For the purpose of this help item please click on a 
parish layer you have created, e.g. SPC Allotment 
Plots, you can click anywhere within the layer.

The layer will now display a  (Tick) to indicate the

layer is selected and at the same time any features 

already  added to the layer will be displayed on the

map. You can now see a small block by “Stogursey”

has been added, but is hardly visible in this view.

Go To Extent

(there is no formal entry for this within Parish Online’s
Knowledgebase)

Using a created Parish Layer:  Allotments



As the mouse pointer is moved over the layer the 

Tick will change to display a  (COG) . It may 

also display a brief description of the layer 

contents, if you have entered one as illustrated

Clicking on the COG, or right clicking on that layer 

box, will display a dialogue box.

Select    Go to Extent.

The screen will change to display the whole extent 

of the plots or features as previously entered in 

the layer.

It may be beneficial to scroll to adjust the map, 

either by zooming in  or out using the + or - symbol

displayed.




